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THE PSYCHOBIOLOGY OF SADNESS
Silvano Arieti

Introductory Remarks
Many psychiatrists warn the therapist in training not to confuse sadness, or
normal unhappiness, with depression. The warning is appropriate, but
certainly the confusion would not arise if there were no similarities between
these two human conditions. And even if the similarities were less important
than the differences, they would deserve to be studied, unless proved
coincidental or casual.
In many scientific fields progress is often made when two or more
conditions or things which are apparently alike can be differentiated and
eventually proved dissimilar in their basic structure. But progress on many
occasions is made also in the opposite way, when similarities appearing in
different conditions are recognized as not being casual, adventitious, or
coincidental, but indications of relatedness between the nature of the
phenomena involved. As a matter of fact, in some cases one of the two similar
conditions is fundamentally only a quantitative transformation of the other.
For instance, fever is different from normal body temperature, but it is
nevertheless a body temperature raised by some special contingencies.
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I believe that a close relation exists between sadness, a normal emotion,
and depression, which is a psychiatric symptom or condition. Undoubtedly I
am predisposed to think so by some personal bias, but I am aware of the
opposite bias held by most authors who see a completely different nature in
sadness and depression. These authors interpret depression only or almost
exclusively as a chemical event occurring in the brain. I do not deny that a
chemical event occurs in the brain when people experience depression. In
fact, I believe that a chemical event occurs even when they experience
sadness. But the chemical event is an effect, and to some extent the medium of
the psychological event, with which I—as a psychiatrist, psychologist, or
therapist—am mainly concerned. The psychological event may be caused by
an external event or by a previous psychological event, or a combination of
the two, and it has to be studied by me, a psychotherapist, as such. Naturally I
do not disregard or consider useless the study of the neuronal and
biochemical events which necessarily accompany the psychological event. If
in the experience of these phenomena we recognize the primacy of the
psychological event, I believe it then will be easier to recognize a relation
between normal sadness and abnormal depression.
When a normal person is sad or unhappy as a result of some unpleasant
events which have occurred in his life, at times he calls himself depressed and
melancholy. Similarly we may call our most depressed psychiatric patients
sad, melancholy, anguished, unhappy. This free interchange of adjectives is
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based on the fact that all of them imply a similar feeling of “unpleasure.”
Perhaps we could bypass the study of sadness and proceed directly to the
study of the syndrome called depression if we knew all there is to know about
sadness, but unfortunately this is far from being the case. In the indexes of
many major books on depression, I found no entry for such items as sadness
and unhappiness. Sadness and unhappiness also do not appear in the
psychological dictionary by English and English (1958), the psychiatric
dictionary by Hinsie and Campbell (1960), and the Dictionary of Behavioral
Science by Wolman (1973).
Normal sadness is the emotional effect on a human being when he
apprehends a situation that he would have preferred not to occur, and which
he considers adverse to his well-being. This definition would not pass the test
of a rigorous logician. It is to some extent circular, like all definitions that
refer to the subjective life of the individual, and it shows once again our
difficulty in overcoming the mind-body dichotomy. Nevertheless I think we
can use it as a working definition.
First we must remember that sadness presupposes the capacity to
experience other normal emotions and conditions, such as affection,
closeness, love, self-respect, feelings of satisfaction. In fact, the lack or loss of
these positive emotions makes us vulnerable to sadness.
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Sadness has many characteristics similar to other feelings and emotions,
as well as some special traits of its own. Before taking sadness as the object of
our study, we will review some aspects of all feelings. This is an unusual
procedure in psychiatric books; but feelings do pertain to all psychiatric
conditions and in particular to affective disorders. Studying them, even as
they occur in nonpathological conditions, seems to me an essential
prerequisite not only for psychological but also for psychiatric studies.

Feelings And Experiences Of Inner Status[1]
In the English language the word feeling can refer to all subjective or
private experiences from elementary sensations to complicated emotions.
Sensations, when they reach the level of perceptions, have two
experiential aspects: they consist of a subjective apprehension of a physical
state of the organism (for instance, a specific unpleasant feeling which we call
pain), and they mirror an aspect of reality.
One aspect is sensory, or the transformation of a bodily change into an
experience of an inner status, an experience that as a subjective event occurs
within the organism. On the other side we have the function of mirroring
reality, a function which generally expands into numerous ramifications that
have to do with cognition.
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If we examine sensory perceptions, we recognize that the importance of
these two components varies tremendously. The experience of inner status is
very important in the perception of pain, hunger, thirst, and temperature. It
becomes less pronounced in other perceptions when the organism is of
necessity in contact with some stimuli (tactile, gustatory, and, less obviously,
olfactory) coming from the external world. In these perceptions the subjective
alteration of the organism plays the predominant role, but the presence of the
external stimulus generally also is acknowledged.
In auditory and visual perceptions, the experience of a change of inner
status plays a minimal role. What is most important is the awareness these
perceptions give us of what happens in the external world; thus they enable
the organism to deal more appropriately with the world. They are to a great
extent the foundation of cognition, they develop connections with the
symbolism of language, they are elaborated to the level of apperception, and
they become increasingly removed from their sensorial origin. Their
importance finally no longer lies in their sensorial nature but in their
meaning.
Both kinds of experience are purposeful, but the experiences of inner
status have an immediate survival value and are fundamentally not symbolic,
and the experiences of mirroring of reality soon acquire a symbolic function
and have less immediate survival value.
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I must point out that I have oversimplified this complex matter for
expository reasons. No experience, especially at a human level, is ever
exclusively of one type or another, but only predominantly of one type.
Although in this chapter we are particularly interested in the experiences of
inner status, I shall make a few remarks about the general character of
cognitive experiences in order to highlight their differences from the
experiences of inner status.
Cognitive experiences become symbolic, that is, they acquire the
property of making things stand for other things. For instance, sounds stand
for words, things, and meanings. Therefore this field of cognition becomes
potentially endless. It is a constantly enlarging system which must be fully
evaluated as a capacity of the individual, as a social and a historical
phenomenon in the spatial dimension of the community, and in the temporal
dimension of the history of man. Symbols are created continuously and they
become more and more detached from their original perceptual foundation.
What starts as a simple perception continues as a probe of wider and wider
horizons. The finitude of man seems temporarily overcome by the use of the
symbolic process.
In contrast to this unlimited scope, it at first seems that the experiences
of inner status play only a secondary role, at least in the human organism.
They cannot expand endlessly and they seem by necessity concerned with
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here-and-now reality, a reality restricted to the boundaries of the organism,
but one which immediately can be divided into pleasant and unpleasant
experiences.
Has the organism really relegated the experiences of inner status to a
secondary role? Not at all, as will be apparent if in paradigmatic fashion we
take into consideration one of these experiences: an unpleasant one, pain.
When some special nerve endings are stimulated, there is a flow of
stimulation which eventually reaches the thalamus and the cerebral cortex,
and pain is experienced. Pain is not just a sensation and a perception. It is a
warning, a signal that a discontinuity or an adverse change has occurred in
the body, which may persist and increase unless the organism removes the
source of pain. Pain thus translates an abnormal state of the animal organism
into a subjective experience. Lower species attempt to remove pain by motor
withdrawal from its source. Higher species and especially human beings
generally attempt to remove the source of pain by purposeful behavior so
that the regenerative potential of the organism can permit healing. If we have
a toothache, we rush to the dentist.
But long before we have the capacity to understand the meaning of a
toothache and to seek the help of a dentist, we have the capacity to
understand pain. The baby has such a capacity in his very first day of life. Pain
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for him is an immediate revelation antecedent to any learning. The subjective
unpleasant experience is instantaneous. It operates prior to and much faster
than any cognitive experience that derives from the elaboration of the second
type of sensations—perceptions. The baby does not know how to talk but he
is able to express his experience of pain by crying. The fact that he cries tells
us that he is already capable of attributing a negative value to pain. The baby
seems also to convey a message to the adult: “Remove my pain by feeding me,
holding me, changing my clothes.”
When the child gets older, he does not cry anymore but the motivation
is the same: “Remove the source of pain.” This removal is attempted with the
help of others or by one’s own efforts. Thus the value—in this case negative—
which is immediately perceived even by the infant as inherent in a particular
state of awareness, corresponds to an objective value for life in general and
promotes a special type of motivated behavior. In other words, the feeling of
pain becomes a motivational force, and the motivation is to eliminate the
source of the pain, or at least to give a warning that a method should be found
to eliminate the cause of that feeling.
Of course there is no perfect correspondence between the intensity of
the painful feeling, the warning implied, and the resulting behavior. A
toothache can cause very distressing pain and a serious disease may produce
only a dull pain. In some serious diseases the pain becomes noticeable or
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unbearable when the illness has reached an advanced degree which may be
beyond remedy at the present stage of our therapeutic knowledge. Even if the
system of feeling pain is not a precise signaling equipment or a sophisticated
diagnostician, in its total effect it is of tremendous and indispensable value for
the organism. It is logical to assume that pain was at first selected in evolution
because the animal, unlike vegetable life, moves or changes positions and
needs a sensation signal to avoid surrounding bodies having certain harmful
characteristics (too hard, cutting edges, thorns, etc.). Pain is also an indicator,
although an imperfect one, of certain internal harmful states and diseases of
the organism. We can assume safely that pain perception has such a survival
value that without it animal life would not be possible, except for the simplest
species.
Elsewhere (Arieti, 1960, 1967) I have described how emotions share
some of the properties of simple feelings, such as sensations and perceptions
of inner status. Emotions too can be divided into those that are pleasant and
unpleasant and therefore they become motivational forces: pleasant emotions
motivate a behavior aimed at preserving the pleasure, and unpleasant
emotions motivate a behavior aimed at ending the unpleasantness. What
Freud called cathexis—that is, investment of energy or libido—is probably
only the motivational value of felt experiences, as Freud himself thought
before he wrote The Ego and the Id.
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We must carefully take into consideration two important issues
concerning emotions.
Many well-known psychologists (for instance, Woodworth, 1940; Munn,
1946) have considered emotions as a disorganization of the organism. It is to
the merit of Leeper (1948) that he showed the fallacy of this position. I myself
have independently pursued the line initiated by Leeper, and I have described
the highly organized status of emotions and their motivations (Arieti, 1960,
1967). For instance, a state of tension is motivationally organized to induce a
return to homeostasis and a state of satisfaction, fear warns us of a present
danger and prepares us to cope with it, anxiety warns us against a future or
indefinite danger, rage and anger put us in a position to fight an adverse force,
and so on. The experience of emotion is indeed a change in the organism and
thus may be a disturbance, but not a disorganization.
The second characteristic, which I described fully for the first time in
The Intrapsychic Self (1967), consists of the fact that at a human level all
emotions have a cognitive component, minimal in some emotions and
preponderant in others.
Emotions can be divided into three orders or ranks (Arieti, 1967, 1970a,
1970b). The first rank includes the simplest emotions which I have called
first-order or protoemotions. There are at least five types: (1) tension, a
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feeling of discomfort caused, for example, by excessive stimulation and
hindered physiological or instinctual response; (2) appetite, a feeling of
expectancy which accompanies a tendency to move toward, contact, grab, or
incorporate an almost immediately attainable goal; (3) fear, an unpleasant
subjective state which follows the perception of danger and elicits a readiness
to flee; (4) rage, an emotion that follows the perception of a danger to be
overcome by fighting; that is, by aggressive behavior rather than by flight; (5)
satisfaction, an emotional state resulting from gratification of physical needs
and relief from other emotions.
In a general sense we can say about protoemotions that: (1) They are
experiences of inner status which cannot be sharply localized and which
involve the whole or a large part of the organism. (2) They either include a set
of bodily changes, mostly muscular and humoral, or retain some bodily
characteristics. (3) They are elicited by the presence or absence of specific
stimuli which are perceived by the organism to be related in a positive or
negative way to its safety and comfort. (4) They become important
motivational factors and to a large extent determine the type of external
behavior of the subject. (5) They have an almost immediate effect; if they
unchain a delayed reaction, the delay ranges from a fraction of a second to a
few minutes. (6) In order to be experienced, they require a minimum of
cognitive effort. For instance in fear or rage a stimulus must promptly be
recognized as a sign of danger. The danger is present or imminent.
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The fifth and sixth characteristics require further discussion.
Protoemotions are not experienced instantaneously, like the simple
sensations of pain and thirst. They require some cognitive work. However,
this cognitive work is of very short duration and presymbolic, or in some
cases symbolic to a rudimentary degree. Presymbolic cognition includes
perception and simple learning. It also includes the sensorimotor intelligence
described by Piaget in the first year and a half of life.
Protoemotions are extremely important for the survival of the species
and also as motivational forces. They are important in both infrahumans and
man. However, let us remember that the learning which is required at this
level is very simple. It deals with messages immediately given with either
direct stimuli or signals, but not with symbols. Signals or signs indicate things.
Some of them may actually be parts of things. (The smell of a mouse is
connected to or part of the mouse for the cat.) However, they are not
necessarily so. Like the ringing of a bell for the conditioned dog, they indicate
something which is forthcoming.
Organization at the protoemotional level is very simple. It does not
include what is most pertinent in the field of psychiatry. In fact, we must go to
the second-order emotions to find such psychological experiences as anxiety,
anger, wishing, security.
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Second-order emotions are not elicited by a direct or impending attack
or by a threatened immediate change in homeostasis of the organism, but by
cognitive symbolic processes. The prerequisite learning deals not only with
immediate stimuli or signals, but also with symbols; that is, with something
which represents stimuli or stands for the direct sense-data.
These symbols may vary from very simple forms to the most
complicated and abstract representations. The simplest symbol is the image, a
psychological phenomenon which has been badly neglected in psychology
and psychiatry. We know that an image is a memory trace which assumes the
form of a representation. It is an internal quasi-reproduction of a perception
that does not require the corresponding external stimulus in order to be
evoked. Although we cannot deny that at least rudimentary images occur in
subhuman animals, there seems to be no doubt that images are
predominantly a human characteristic. The child closes his eyes and
visualizes his mother. The mother may not be present, but her image is with
the child and it stands for her. He may lie peacefully in bed and that image will
be with him until he falls asleep. By the image representing her, the mother
acquires a psychic reality which is not tied to her physical presence.
Image formation is actually the basis for all higher mental processes. It
enables the human being not only to re-evoke what is not present, but to
retain an affective disposition for the absent object. The image thus becomes
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a substitute for the external object. It is actually an inner object, although it is
not well organized.
Now let us see how images may increase the emotional gamut. Anxiety
is the emotional reaction to the expectation of danger. The danger is not
immediate, nor is it always well defined. The expectation of danger is not the
result of a simple perception or signal, as it is in the case of fear. Images
enable the person to anticipate a future danger and its dreaded consequences,
even though he does not expect it to materialize for some time. In its simplest
form anxiety is fear mediated by images or imagined fear. However, often the
danger is represented by sets of symbols which are more complicated than
sequences of images.
Similar remarks could be made for the other second-order emotion,
anger. In its simplest form anger is imagined rage; that is, a rage elicited by
the images of the stimuli which generally elicit rage. Whereas rage usually
leads to immediate motor discharge directed against the stimulus that elicits
it, anger tends to last longer although it retains an impelling characteristic.
The prolongation of anger is possible because it is mediated by symbolic
forms, just as anxiety is. If rage was useful for survival in the jungle, anger was
useful for the first human communities to maintain a hostile-defensive
attitude toward the enemy, even when the latter was not present.
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Wishing is an emotional state which has received little consideration in
psychology except when it has been confused with appetite. Whereas appetite
is a feeling accompanied by a preparation of the body for approach and
incorporation, wishing means a pleasant attraction toward something or
somebody, or toward doing something. Contrary to appetite, wishing is made
possible by the evocation of the image or other symbols of an object whose
presence is pleasant. The image of an earlier pleasant experience—for
instance, the satisfaction of a need—evokes an emotional disposition which
motivates the individual to replace the image with the real object of
satisfaction. A search for the real object thus is initiated or at least
contemplated. This search may require detours, since a direct approach is
often not possible.
Security is the last second-order emotion. It has played an important
role in the theoretical framework of the psychiatrist Harry Stack Sullivan
(1940, 1953). It is debatable whether such an emotion really exists; the term
may indicate only the absence of unpleasant emotions or else be a purely
hypothetical concept. We can visualize the simplest form of security as
imagined satisfaction. That is, images permit the individual to visualize a state
of satisfaction not only for today but also for tomorrow.
The brain, which uses images, can be compared to some extent to an
analog computer. With the advent of language, the nervous system in some
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aspects becomes like a digital computer; a system of arbitrary signs is now
capable of eliciting the emotions that earlier could be engendered only by
external stimuli or images. Until now emotions seem to be only experiences of
inner states which are connected with the organism itself, its immediate
surroundings, or its image of the immediate surroundings. Emotions, as
experiences of inner states and with some exceptions to be discussed later,
are not symbolic. They stand only for themselves and they do not extend
beyond the boundaries of the organism. However, when they become
connected with symbolism, they are capable of partaking of the infinity of the
universe.
Second-order emotions can be elicited also by a preconceptual type of
cognition; that is, by primitive forms of thinking included in what Freud called
the primary process. The nonhuman animal is at a level where only firstorder emotions are possible and so is very limited psychologically; it remains
within the boundaries of a limited reality but is indeed a realist. It is capable
only of a nonsymbolic type of learning. It interprets signs but not symbols in
the light of past experience. When man uses symbols, especially
preconceptual symbols, he opens his mind toward the infinity of the universe
but also toward an infinity of errors and the realm of unreality. For instance,
the experience of anxiety may be wasted because it is based not on a realistic
appreciation of danger, but on an inaccurate or arbitrary symbolism.
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Third-order emotions occur with the gradual abandonment of
preconceptual levels and the development of the conceptual levels of
cognition. In conjunction with the first- and second-order emotions, they offer
the human being a very complicated and diversified emotional repertory.
Language plays an important role in third-order emotions. The temporal
representation is enlarged in the direction of both the past and the future. As
an experiential phenomenon emotion has only one temporal dimension,
which is the present. However, because of its cognitive components it is a
present experience which may have a great deal to do with past experiences
and with an envisioned future. A person may be happy or unhappy now
because of what happened long ago or what he thinks may happen in the
future.
Third-order emotions, although capable of existing even before the
occurrence of the conceptual level, expand and become much more
complicated at the conceptual level. Important third-order emotions are
sadness, hate, love, and joy. To discuss adequately what we know about them,
which is little in comparison to what remains to be known, would fill many
books. I shall take into consideration only one third-order emotion: sadness.

Sadness
Sadness is a specifically human phenomenon, although rudimentary
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forms of it or related emotions have been observed in other species of
vertebrates. It may be referred to as a special pain which is not physical, but
mental. The English word pain includes both physical and mental pain
because they are similar as subjective experiences of suffering. If our general
assumption about feeling is correct, sadness, like physical pain, must have
been retained in evolution because it was useful for survival. It may have
become a motivational force similar to other unpleasant feelings, whether
sensations or emotions. The motivation would be an urge to remove the cause
of the unpleasant feeling. This may seem hard to prove; take as examples
seven situations in which a normal person is likely to feel sad or unhappy:
I. He hears the news that a person dear to him has suddenly died. He
is in a state of grief and mourning.
II. A son or daughter has flunked an examination.
III. A sweetheart has openly and irrevocably declared that her love
has come to an end.
IV. He unexpectedly loses a position which has been held for many
years with a feeling of commitment, loyalty, pleasure, and
fulfillment.
V. He has been humiliated by his chief in the place of work.
VI. He has been the victim of an injustice.
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VII. He recognizes that a basic position, a specific direction he has
taken in life (for instance, allegiance to a cause, a person, a
special type of work) is wrong. He has wasted time and
energy, and must now change direction.
Our life experiences enable us to understand how an individual who is
faced with one or more of these seven circumstances may have emotions
ranging from mild sadness to despondency, anguish, unhappiness, and severe
sorrow.
An individual who expects an unhappy or dangerous event to happen is
in a state of anxiety. But in the seven examples, the loss has already occurred
or the damage has already taken place. Because the individual realizes that
the damage has already taken place, he experiences not anxiety, but sadness.
It is evident that an appraisal of the situation has been a prerequisite for the
sadness to occur. The individual not only realizes the impact of the
undesirable event on his present life, but he is able to assess the negative
effect that it will have on his future. To refer again to the seven examples, he
no longer will enjoy the company of the deceased person; his son will not be
promoted; he will no longer receive love from the sweetheart; he no longer
will retain the coveted position; he has lost face or reputation among coworkers; he may not be able to undo the damage done to him, as people may
really believe he is guilty; he has been a fool in devoting himself so much to an
unworthy cause; and so on.
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Some authors believe that feelings of sadness and depression are caused
by a decrease of norepinephrine in certain parts of the central nervous
system. It seems certain that a chemical change occurs in the brain of the
individual who experiences sadness. But contrary to the position taken by
Akiskal and McKinney (1975), it seems plausible that the leap is not from
chemistry to psychology, but from psychology to chemistry. In other words,
the cognitive appraisal of the event comes before the chemical change. If the
chemical change is necessary for the subjective experience of sadness, then
the chemical change must be responsible for another leap, from a chemical
reaction to the psychological experience of sadness.
It is important to stress at this point how extensive the cognitive work is
that prepares the ground for the feeling of sadness. To understand the
meaning of the death of a person dear to us and the significance that his
absence will have in our life, or to comprehend fully the meaning of a
humiliation or a basic error that we have made, implies evaluating thousands
of facts and their ramifications, myriads of ideas, and a plurality of feelings
which are often discordant. First, billions of neurons do cognitive work in the
neopallium; then sadness is experienced as the outcome of the cognitive
work. The concerted functioning of all the neopallic neurons is transformed
into an emotion, an experience of inner status.
In this book we shall not deal with the anatomical structures that
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mediate this transformation. From the classic work of Papez (1937) and those
who have followed Papez’s work, we know that a large number of neopallic
structures must find pathways to some parts of the limbic system. But at this
point already we can reflect upon a phenomenon which appears miraculous;
that in as little time as a fraction of a second to a few seconds, the work of a
multitude of neurons is transformed into an emotional experience. When we
respond to a simple stimulus with an experience of inner status, the
phenomenon may not appear impressive until we realize that the experience
of inner status is the outcome of the concerted work of billions of neurons.
Similar phenomena, which include an enormous variation in the
intensity or complexity of stimuli, occur throughout the nervous system. For
instance, the auditory system can hear the weakest whisper and also hear and
understand the meaning of an explosive sound, even though these two sound
experiences vary as much as a trillionfold. The eyes can see visual images that
vary a millionfold in their light intensities (Guyton, 1972). Thus some regions
of the limbic system may also be capable of responding with a painful
emotion to wave fronts of nervous stimulation varying enormously in size
and coming from the neopallic areas.
It seems easy to establish that a cognitive work is necessary to
experience normal sadness, just as we can ascertain easily that a change in
the cognitive work may reverse the feeling of sadness. The following example
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will clarify this point. During the second World War some families were
notified of a relative missing in action. The news generally provoked a great
deal of sorrow and also anxiety, since the death of the missing person was not
proved. When additional news arrived that confirmed the death of the soldier,
any feeling of anxiety disappeared and only a profound feeling of sadness was
experienced. In those rare instances, reported in the newspapers, in which
the soldier who was thought to be dead was instead found to be alive and
well, sadness immediately disappeared and was replaced by happiness and
joy. It is thus clear that a change in the cognitive work can change the
emotion. What remains to be demonstrated is how in the case of sadness the
emotion becomes a motivational force.

Sadness—And Bereavement In Particular—As A Motivational Force
If sadness is like other unpleasant feelings, it must be a promoter of
behavior which will lead to the disappearance of sadness. This function is
easy to understand in the case of pain, hunger, thirst, tiredness, fear, and
anxiety, which all lead to behavior that tends to avoid, remove, or prevent the
cause of the feeling itself. But what can we do in the case of sadness, when the
harmful event or the loss has already taken place? Moreover, when we feel
sad we also feel less equipped to take any action whatsoever. In contrast to
persons who are angry and ready to fight, or persons who are afraid and
ready to flee, we feel slowed down in our activities and thought processes. In
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order to understand the phenomenon, we must consider some of the seven
examples listed above. Let us consider in greater detail our first example of an
individual who hears the news that a person he loves has unexpectedly died.
After he has understood and almost instantaneously evaluated what
this death means to him, he experiences shock and then sadness; or to be
exact, that particular type of normal sadness which is called bereavement,
mourning, or grief. For a few days all thoughts connected with the deceased
person bring about a painful, almost unbearable feeling. Any group of
thoughts remotely connected with the dead person elicits sorrow. The
individual cannot adjust to the idea that the loved person does not live any
more. And since that person was so important to him, many of his thoughts or
actions are directly or indirectly connected with the dead person and
therefore elicit sad reactions. He finds himself searching for the dead person.
When he sees a person who looks like the dead person, he has a fleeting
impression, almost immediately corrected, that he sees the dead person.
Nevertheless, after a certain period of time which varies from individual to
individual, the person in mourning seems to become adjusted to the idea that
the loved one is dead.
How is this change possible? If the individual is able to introspect, he
will recognize that some clusters of thought have replaced the old ones which
were connected with the departed. At first he had the impression at a
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conscious level that the painful thoughts about the departed person
prevented him from thinking about anything else. But after some time he
recognizes that the opposite is true: the painful thoughts attract new ones, as
if they wanted to be replaced by new thoughts. This cognitive activity goes on
until the grief work is completed.
At first there is an attempt to recapture the dead person, to make the
deceased live again in dreams, daydreams, and fantasies. Because these
attempts are doomed to fail, the individual is left with only one possibility,
which is to rearrange the ideas that are connected with the departed. This
rearrangement can be carried out in several ways, according to the person’s
mental predisposition. For example, he may come to consider the deceased no
longer indispensable. He may associate the image of the dead person mainly
with the qualities of that person which elicited pleasure, so that the image no
longer brings mental pain but pleasure. Or he may think of the deceased’s life
as not really ended, but as being continued either in a different world or in
this world through the lasting effects of the deceased’s actions. Finally he may
think that another person can replace the deceased one in his life; the
deceased was not unique in every respect. Whatever the ideational
rearrangement, there is no moving away from a physical source of discomfort
as in pain, or from the source of danger as in fear. The moving away is only
from certain chains of thought that perpetuate the feeling of sadness. It is not
the passage of time that heals, but the rearrangement of ideas, which still may
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require a considerable amount of time.
As I wrote in The Intrapsychic Self,[2] sadness is an unpleasant emotion
which has a tendency not to be extinguished rapidly, like rage, but to last. It
does not have an impelling tendency toward immediate action and discharge,
like rage and fear; it is neither centripetal, such as fear which is experienced
as something directed from the frightening stimulus to the organism, nor
centrifugal, such as rage which is experienced as being directed toward
something outside of the organism. Although precipitated most of the time by
certain events that occur in the external world, it is reflexive in the sense that
it seems to reflect back to the organism that experiences it.
In summary, sadness slows our activities and lasts long enough in us not
to evoke a prompt motor response. It favors slow mental processes which
bring about a reorganization of thoughts about life directives, and eventually
different purposeful behavior.
In children who are not mature enough to know that the loss is
irreparable, the urge to recover the lost object is stronger than in adults, as
Bowlby has described (1960a). Many authors (Anna Freud, 1960; Jacobson,
1971) doubt that the reaction of children to the loss of their mother can really
be called mourning and not bereavement. At any rate, even if such a reaction
is not equivalent to the mourning of adults, it is certainly a state of sadness
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following an unpleasant event.
Parkes (1964, 1965, 1972, 1973) has done the most extensive research
on mourning. He described the effects of mourning or bereavement on sixtysix widows from several parts of England. He wrote that when a bereaved
adult learns of the death of a loved person, he tends to call and search for that
person. Since he knows, however, that the search is useless and painful, he
denies the search. The result is a compromise, a partial expression of the
search. Whereas the child cries and protests, as Bowlby described, the adult
goes on searching. Parkes (1973) described a woman who was searching for
her missing son. “She moves restlessly about the likely parts of the house
scanning with her eyes and thinking of the boy; she hears a creak and
immediately associates it with the sound of her son’s footfall on the stair; she
calls out, ‘John, is that you?’ ”
In the process of searching there is in the beginning a motor
hyperactivity which, according to Parkes, has the specific aim of finding the
one who has died. This hyperactivity was already described by Lindemann:
“The activity throughout the day of severely bereaved persons show
remarkable changes. There is no retardation of action and speech; quite to the
contrary, there is a rush of speed, especially when talking about the deceased.
There is restlessness, inability to sit still, moving about in an aimless fashion,
continually searching for something to do. There is, however, at the same
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time, a painful lack of capacity to initiate and maintain normal patterns of
activity” (Lindemann, 1944). According to Parkes, after hyperactivity
subsequent features are preoccupation with the memory of the lost person, a
scanning of perceptual stimulations to find evidence of the lost person,
focusing attention on those parts of the environment that are associated with
the deceased, and finally the conscious recognition of the urge to search for
the lost person.
Parkes wrote that grief is commonly described as a process by which a
person detaches himself from a lost object. Yet the bereaved person acts as if
he wants restoration of the object. However, Parkes (1973) adds that “with
repeated failure to achieve reunion, the intensity and duration of searching
diminish, habituation takes place, the ‘grief work’ is done. It seems that the
human adult has the same need to go through the painful business of pining
and searching if he is to ‘unlearn’ his attachment to a lost person.”
I believe that Parkes focuses on an early stage of mourning, after the
period of initial shock and retardation. Parkes reaffirms what I have
previously described (Arieti, 1959), that the bereaved individual becomes
reactivated in the search of a restoration of the lost person. There is no longer
retardation, but motor and mental hyperactivity which aims at retrieving the
lost person. It seems to me that by enacting this unrealistic and futile search,
the individual is behaving like a person who has undergone a trauma and
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dreams about it again and again in order to get used to the trauma, to become
desensitized to it, or to diminish its emotional impact.
I disagree with Parkes that the “grief work” is done with the completion
of the activities he described. If by grief work we mean reparative work, we
must recognize that Parkes has described only the first part which is
preparatory for the second.
With the first part of the grief work, the patient becomes partially
desensitized to the loss but, having realized the futility of his efforts, he also
becomes more open to realistic alternatives. He will accept the cognitive
possibilities described: he no longer considers the deceased individual to be
indispensable; he thinks the deceased is still alive through his works or in
another world, or that the deceased can be replaced by another person; and
so forth. The grief work is done and sadness disappears only when one or
more of these alternatives are accepted and they elicit in the bereaved a
different type of mental and motor behavior.
Alberta Szalita (1974) wrote about bereavement: “Whenever an
individual suffers a loss . . . particularly a beloved person—he normally
undergoes a period of grief and mourning of varying intensity until he
recovers the energy he invested in the lost object. The process of mourning is
very painful. It is a travail that reconciles him to the loss and permits him to
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continue his life with unimpaired vigor, or even with increased vitality. A
similar process takes place when one is confronted with a disappointment,
failure, the loss of a love object through rejection, divorce, abandonment, and
the like.”
Szalita divides mourning into three stages: complete identification with
the deceased, splitting of the identification, and a detailed review of the
relationship. Szalita describes the third stage as “a somewhat detached
appraisal of one’s own conduct toward the lost object. The self-evaluation
encompasses a painful working-through of myriads of minute elements and a
complete scanning of one’s life. There can be no glossing over in this process;
shallowness is incompatible with mourning. The result of ‘digging in’ is that
one emerges as an integrated, enriched, and revitalized person.” Szalita’s
third stage corresponds partially to the reparatory phase that I have
described.
It is useful to stress again that the slowness produced by sadness has a
purpose. In sadness, the reparatory work takes a long time. Quick actions are
more difficult to implement, and so are propensities to make quick escapes in
completely unrelated directions.
An additional aspect of the motivational meaning of mourning has been
stressed by classic psychoanalysis since Freud wrote Mourning and
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Melancholia (1917). The bereaved person feels guilty for having survived the
deceased person, for not having prevented his death, or more frequently for
believing that he has wished his death. Such wishing may only have been
unconscious, but the sadness is an expiation for guilt. Although it is true that
these complexes can be traced in some people, especially in persons who
become depressed to a pathological degree after the death of a close person
(see chapter 6), it is very unlikely that this mechanism explains bereavement
as a universal phenomenon.[3]
If we review the other six situations listed above in which a normal
person is likely to feel sad or unhappy, the phenomenon of sadness will
appear similar and yet in some respects simpler than bereavement.
First there is a cognitive appraisal of the event and its consequences,
then a state of sadness and retardation, and finally the reparative work. The
reparative work of sadness is generally more realistic and consists of less
unrealistic fantasies, unless pathological complications ensue. For instance,
the parent of the youngster who has flunked the examination will try to
convince the child to study more intensely, try again, or change vocations. The
person who has been abandoned by his sweetheart will reevaluate his love or
try to find a new sweetheart. The person who recognizes that he is wrong in
the special direction he has given to his life or in giving his allegiance to a
wrong cause, person, or work generally does not respond with sadness to any
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specific event, but to a realization of the pattern of his life or to a new
meaning that he gives to this pattern. This is actually one of the most frequent
causes of sadness and depression, as we shall study in detail in chapter 6. The
reappraisal of one’s life may cause sorrow but if the sorrow work is
successful, the individual may reacquire normality or at least avoid
depression.
What we have illustrated so far seems to indicate beyond doubt that
there is a purpose in sadness. Thus we can understand why evolution has
selected sadness as one of the essential feelings in the gamut of human
experience.
I am aware that this type of formulation may irritate those readers in
scientific research who accept an exclusively deterministic explanation
without the concept of purpose or selection. I wish to remind the reader that
when in biological reports we use such expressions as “evolution has
selected,” we follow une faison de parler. We do not anthropomorphize a
process which has taken millions of years to happen. We use human terms to
refer to the fact that mutations not suitable to the survival of the species are
more likely to disappear. The unfavorable mutations therefore are not
reproduced, and only those that are statistically (even if not in individual
cases) favorable to survival are perpetuated. Although in some specific states
sadness may lead to depression and suicide, in the total picture of the human
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species it has positive survival value. Moreover, the feeling of sadness may
deterministically be brought about by previous causes, but in the restricted
human frame of reference it has a purpose and a beneficial effect for some
members of our species. When we use psychodynamic concepts, we imply
normal or abnormal purposes even if the whole process of life can be
reinstated in the deterministic scheme of the cosmos (Arieti, 1967, 1970).

Other Aspects of Sadness
The purpose of sadness discussed in the previous section does not
exclude the possibility that this feeling has other motivations and meanings.
For instance, some thinkers are inclined to see a certain
appropriateness or correspondence between an adverse cognitive appraisal
and sadness which is similar to the appropriateness between a positive
appraisal and happiness. What could be more appropriate than to feel sad
when we learn that a friend has died or when we realize that our life has
followed a wrong pattern? Would it not seem absurd to laugh in such
circumstances? Thus should we not focus on the appropriateness of sadness
in similar circumstances, rather than on its biological or psychodynamic
function? Moreover, and notwithstanding what I have said earlier in this
chapter, why should a symbolic value in sorrow and sadness not exist? Is not
the unpleasantness of the sorrow a symbol (or partial reproduction) of the
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unpleasant event that caused it, just as joy and love are symbols of pleasant
events?
On the other hand, the unpleasantness of an event may be a post hoc
consideration. In other words, would we consider an event unfavorable or
adverse if we did not experience sadness? Undoubtedly in a restricted human
sense or at least in the adult human being, emotions can be evaluated in
different ways. However, it seems almost evident in the case of sadness that
the negative value of the experience appears to mirror the negative value of
the event which caused it. In a certain way this appropriateness is inherent in
the quality of the subjective experience, similar to what occurs in the
experience of the baby who in its first day of life appreciates the negative
value of pain.
Pleasantness

and

unpleasantness,

appropriateness

and

inappropriateness, again may be the result of associations between stimuli
and responses which have been retained because they are favorable to
survival. For instance, we know of nothing that seems more favorable to
procreation than to associate reproductive activities with the pleasure of sex.
In other cases associations between cognitive events and emotional
responses or somatic concomitants of these emotions remain obscure: we do
not know why we blush when we are embarrassed, yawn when we are bored,
and laugh when we hear a funny story.
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Transformation of Sadness
In many cases the psyche does not tolerate more than a certain amount
of sadness. These are situations in which some individuals seem to function
more favorably or less unfavorably under the influence of other feelings, even
if those feelings are also negative in value. Sadness thus is transformed into
anxiety, rage, anger, and hypochondriacal or psychosomatic mechanisms.
These outcomes will be illustrated in other chapters.
An important mechanism in the transformation of sadness has been
used throughout the history of mankind, but it is available only to a few
people. It consists of the attempt to project the state of sorrow into the
external world and to believe it is in the external world that the sorrow work
has to be done. At times the imperfection of human nature, society, history, or
fate is seen as the object of sorrow. At other times it is the burden that society,
religion, or our consciences compel us to bear. In other words, the sadness of
the individual becomes enlarged or rationalized as a pessimistic philosophy
of life, epistemology, and cosmology. Such a philosophy can always be
justified, since as we can always find undesirable aspects in the world. The
individual generally concludes that he must accept the ineluctably unhappy
state of the world. He sees his own personal unhappiness as part of the total
picture and therefore more tolerable.
Some great thinkers have been able to influence society and culture
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with this point of view. In its turn, culture has become pessimistic and
melancholy and has facilitated a state of sadness or melancholia in society at
large. Thus a vicious circle ensues and a tradition of social melancholia
becomes established. This matter will be discussed in greater detail in
chapter 16.

Unresolved Sadness and Depression
In some cases of psychiatric relevance the state of sadness is not
resolved and becomes transformed into a more intense unhappy feeling
called depression. This feeling often replaces all other feelings except those,
like guilt and self-depreciation, which are associated with sorrow. In some
cases anxiety remains for a long time, but eventually anxiety is also
submerged by the overall feeling of depression. Any thought is negative and
reinforces the depression. Thus thoughts become slow and less frequent,
perhaps in an attempt to reduce the quantity of suffering that they cause. If
painful thoughts could be eliminated, there would be no depression; but these
thoughts are never eliminated. In some situations, as in reactive depression,
painful thoughts for the most part remain conscious. In other conditions the
thoughts or systems of thought which cause the depression become
unconscious or submerged by a general feeling of depression. Consequently
the patient is not able to say why he is depressed.
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I have suggested that intense depression has (among others) the same
function as repression in other psychiatric conditions. Perhaps it is a special
type of repression; the cognitive part is repressed, but the painful feeling is
experienced at the level of consciousness.
I am aware, however, of another frequent mechanism in people who
have experienced depression in the past. They repress painful ideas in order
to avert the depression. The attempt is unsuccessful; the ideas, although
unconscious, continue to cause conscious depression. Some patients express
themselves in this or a similar way: “I woke up this morning, and I was
immediately hit by an intense feeling of depression. I don’t know where it
came from.” Other patients attribute their depression to unhappy ideas that
they have about themselves, the future, or life—the triad that Beck has
described so well. What Beck does not indicate is that patients use these
thoughts to justify their depression. Beck is correct to the extent that these
thoughts reinforce the depression which comes from other sources. They add
a secondary depression to the original, and only important, one.
In more serious cases, thinking is reduced to a minimum and
retardation becomes more pronounced even to the degree of stupor. In these
circumstances the retardation of mental processes becomes a self-defeating
mechanism. Cognitive elements are very rare or disappear completely and the
intense, agonizing feeling of depression remains almost as sole possessor of
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the psyche. The suffering is so intense that when a patient becomes slightly
less depressed and more capable of thinking and moving, he starts to
conceive suicidal plans in order to put an end to his suffering.
At this point what is perhaps the most crucial question in this book
must be asked: Why do sadness or sorrow work fail in some individuals and
depression ensue? At the present stage of our knowledge, no hypothesis can
be verified by acceptable scientific standards. We shall examine several
possibilities.
1. The biologically oriented psychiatrist is inclined to think that a
faulty biochemical process is responsible. For instance,
catecholamines are not being produced in a quantity
sufficient to restore the organism after the psychological
event of sadness has depleted the brain’s biogenic amines.
2. The neurologically inclined psychiatrist can think that the part of
the limbic brain that receives the stimulation from pathways
coming from the neopallic cognitive areas is particularly
sensitive and responds excessively. It could also be that, for
reasons so far unknown, different parts of the brain are
stimulated concertedly, involving unusual neuronal
pathways which lead to depression. Unfortunately this
hypothesis has not received the consideration that it
deserves, presumably because it is very difficult to
investigate experimentally. Incidentally, this hypothesis does
not exclude an altered biochemical mechanism. The
neurological alteration may lead to a biochemical disorder.
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3. The reparative process (sorrow work) cannot take place because
the person is not psychologically equipped for it. Life
circumstances, as well as psychological patterns followed by
the patient, have not prepared him for the sorrow work. He
has no choice; he is not able to solve psychologically his
sorrow or sadness, and pathological depression results.
A psychodynamic approach to depression studies this third possibility.
Incidentally, this possibility does not exclude that some biological variables
may make the psychological repair work more difficult. In these cases a
combination of psychological and neurochemical factors are the determinants
of the depression.
A frequent criticism of the psychodynamic explanation for depression is
that there is no failure of the sorrow work, no preceding sadness. Many
patients have become depressed immediately, without any antecedent and
external precipitating factor. If this is the case, we have to attribute the
phenomenon exclusively to a faulty neurological or biochemical endogenous
mechanism.
In my experience, patients whose depressions do not seem to be
precipitated by psychological factors have been unaware of these factors.
They have followed life patterns, sustained by cognitive components whose
depressogenic value was kept in a state of unconsciousness or dim
consciousness. Moreover, these rigid and static life patterns have prevented
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any alternative directions and any reparative work. The study of these life
patterns constitutes the major part of the psychodynamic approach of this
book.
It is true that many depressed patients—and, incidentally, many people
who experience normal sorrow—can be relieved with ingestion of certain
drugs. This possibility does not disprove the psychological origin of the
feeling. It proves only that whatever physiological or biochemical
intermediary exists between the psychological factors and the subjective
experience can be altered. Exclusive concern with the biochemical
intermediary stage is a reductionist approach. Nature has equipped us to
respond to adverse aspects of life not only with biological changes but also
with our sorrow—that is, with psychological participation. When sorrow is
not solved and depression ensues, we must help the person to acquire a
different pattern of psychological participation.

Notes
[1] In an article published in 1960 I described sensations and emotions as experiences of inner status,
or subjective conditions of the organism. In my book The Intrapsychic Self (1967) I also
examined in detail the main emotions. In this section I discuss this topic briefly and only
in relation to the main theme of the book.
[2] In that book I called sadness “normal depression,” a term I no longer use.
[3] For additional studies on bereavement, the reader is referred to Parkes (1972), and Schoenberg et
al. (1975).
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